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ABSTRACT

A concept for the deployment of nanosatellites and microsatellites from privately-owned
commercial communications satellites will be described in this paper. The Orbital Sciences
Corporation Starbus is a platform that is representative of small-sized GEO communications
satellites. Modifications to the Starbus can be made to allow a microsatellite to be attached
to, and deployed from the nadir deck of host the Star spacecraft. Furthermore other
modifications can be made to allow for the mounting and deployment of nanosatellites using
the Cubesat form factor. Unique technical and programmatic challenges present themselves
in this launch concept of using a GEO spacecraft as the launch platform that are not seen
using more traditional rocket launch vehicles. Some of the more unique technical challenges
are the impacts to the primary communications payload, effects on primary mission orbitraising from GTO to GEO, and overall fuel lifetime impacts to the host spacecraft. Some of
the programmatic challenges are the integration of schedules from different organizations
with different goals and constraints, and the impacts to insurability of the host spacecraft.
These Starbus modifications provide for a standardized interface in accommodating micro
and nanosatellite launches known as Commercial Rideshare. Commercial Rideshare is a
concept for a novel service offered by Orbital and its industry partners in the GEO
commercial communications industry to provide a low cost method of space-access that will
also provide the high frequency of launch opportunities and the on-time schedule assurance
that is typical of commercial communications missions.
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INTRODUCTION

The Commercial Rideshare concept

Demand for space access continues to increase at a rate
that exceeds the ability of conventional launch services
to satisfy. The obvious hurdle that prevents this
disparity of supply and demand from being alleviated is
that launches are expensive. The more massive a
spacecraft is the more expensive the launch; however,
this relationship between mass and cost is not linear –
this benefit of this will be explained later on. For an
organization that wishes to launch a microsatellite or
nanosatellite cost is a primary mission driver,
otherwise, why settle on a small satellite. This modifies
the economics for smaller microsatellite (11kg to 100
kg) and nanosatellite (i.e., 0.5 kg to 10 kg) launches in
that they do not provide a lucrative market compared
with other launch service users such as for government
defense missions, observatory class missions, or
commercial communications missions. Indeed, there
are launch vehicles such as Orbital Sciences
Corporation’s Pegasus, Taurus, and Minotaur lines as
well as the SpaceX Falcon-1 that cater towards small
satellites. Nevertheless, achieving orbits other than
Low Earth Orbit (LEO) remain cost and schedule
prohibitive.
High Earth Orbits (HEO) and
Geosynchronous Earth Orbits (GEO) for a
microsatellite are forced to use custom upper stages or
secondary payload adaptors which have their own
disadvantages.
Presented next will be a novel
alternative for the deployment of smaller microsatellites
and nonsatellites to GEO and other non LEO orbits:
Commercial Rideshare.

Industrialized society and the space business in
particular have reached a point where the number of
spacecraft being launched for commercial ventures has
exceeded that of combined government agencies.
Indeed, most operational spacecraft are now privately
owned and operated. Current ratios vary yearly
between three to five commercial spacecraft for every
government spacecraft (Figure 1). The rate at which
commercial missions are executed is market driven
relying upon forecasted demands for specific satellite
services (fixed satellite service, broadcast satellite
service, etc) within different geographic regions. As
overall demand for commercial satellite services has
increased over time the number of missions has
increased, thus offering a fairly reasonable fast pace for
access to space. Another trend that is occurring is that
more satellite service providers are entering the market,
which is driving up competition and providing greater
incentive to make the most efficient use of planned
space assets. Competition drives commercial missions
to do one or both of two things – maximize profit,
reduce capital expenditures. One possible means of
accomplishing these aims is to lease the extra, unused
capacity that sometimes exists in regards to physical
space, power, and mass allocation.

Figure 1. Distribution of Missions at GEO. Data from [1]

The leased capacity can be used to host a secondary
payload that remains resident on the commercial
communications spacecraft, this model being called
Commercially Hosted Payloads, or to bring a small
microsatellite or nanosatellite to GEO or another orbit,
this model being called Commercial Rideshare [2].
Figure 2 shows a representation of both of the
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aforementioned concepts.
Commercial Rideshare
differs from other concepts for Ridesharing some of
which consist of accommodations on a government
mission or via secondary payload adaptor located
between a larger spacecraft and the launch vehicle.
Commercial Rideshare embodies the technical,
programmatic, and contractual details that are unique to
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available Nano/MicroSat provided that it has completed
protoflight/acceptance testing and is encompassed by

privately owned and operated space based
communications missions in contrast to government
managed or sponsored science, technology, or defense
missions.

generic qualification of hosting/piggyback and fits
within the Rideshare parameters. With only one
passenger the drop off of microsat is possible closer to
desired orbit – less compromise since mission
requirements do not have to accommodate multiple
objectives.
The Rideshare microsatellite can be
injected in HEO, GTO, or GEO whenever the host
spacecraft engines are not being fired.

How Commercial Rideshare differs from conventional
launch scenarios
First and foremost commercial Rideshare is the
deployment of one satellite from another much larger
satellite as illustrated in Figure 3. The nature of being
mounted on another active satellite presents different
challenges, advantages, and disadvantages as
summarized in Table 1. Structural limitations of the
host spacecraft limit accommodation to only one small
microsatellite at a time. This negates the need to wait
for multiple spacecraft programs to simultaneously be
ready to launch. The host spacecraft can take first

The technical details and feasibility of post separation
as well as orbital insertion of micro-satellites to their
respective GEO slot have been conducted and analyzed
in[3].

Figure 2. Commercially Hosted Payloads and Commercial Rideshare makes the most efficient use of extra
resources that may exist on a commercial communications mission.
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Figure 3. Notional Rideshare deployment sequence. Stowed host configuration left and deployed host
configuration right.

interface module is necessary, many microsatellites
requiring a non-LEO orbit would benefit. Having the
telemetry and command stream integrated into the host
removes any requirement for separate RF emissions
from the microsatellite which in any case would not be
allowed. The aforementioned interface module would
provide the necessary isolation and close-outs of the
harness left open after microsatellite separation in order
to prevent damage from spacecraft charging and to
prevent the intrusion of noise from sources external to
the
spacecraft
Faraday
cage.

Because the host satellite is less stiff of a platform
shock exposure is significantly reduced due to
attenuation by hosting satellite structure. Lateral launch
loads are much lower as compared to the radiallycantilevered orientation used on ESPA. Furthermore,
mounting on an active satellite provides the option that
the microsatellite can be launched in a powered
configuration, with battery charging available, postencapsulation telemetry and command capability
imbedded into hosting spacecraft telemetry stream.
While this does add cost and complexity in that an

Current & Planned GEO Commercial Communications Satellites
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Figure 4. Commercial Communications Satellite Procurement Trends (Data is combined from the 2008
Union of Concerned Scientists Satellite Database and Gunter’s Space Page “Recently Awarded GEO-Sat
Contracts” http://www.skyrocket.de/space/ June 2008
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launch site delivery is the norm. Furthermore, the
From an economic and schedule standpoint
frequent launch schedule of commercial missions
Commercial Rideshare takes advantage of the fact that
provides the capability for constellation missions and
the majority of commercial communications spacecraft
for programmatic on-ramps and off-ramps. The largest
are recurring builds. Therefore it is unlikely that major
spacecraft operators (those with fleets of between 20
slips in hosting satellite schedule will occur. One does
and 50 plus spacecrafts), may purchase anywhere from
not need to wait for many months/years due to technical
one to three satellites annually (Figure 4). If a quarter
issues.
Quite the contrary, the requirement for
of these missions are able to host micro or nano
commercial missions to start generating revenue has
satellites the percent increase of space access for such
resulted in routine deliveries for launch of within a
missions is dramatically improved.
couple months or less of the originally planned launch
date. Two year turn around times from contract start to
Table 1. Description of three mission approaches for small microsatellite and nanosatellite space access.

provides three-axis attitude determination and control
of the spacecraft from launch vehicle separation to final
de-orbiting at the conclusion of the mission. The ADCS
uses redundant fine sun and earth sensors along with
laser gyro based miniature inertial measurement units
(MIMU) or hemispherical resonator based scalable
inertial reference units (SIRU) as sensors while orbit
control and pointing accuracy are accomplished via a
combination of 23 thrusters and four reaction wheels
mounted in a pyramid configuration.

II. STAR BUS MODIFICATIONS
Star Bus Brief Description
The Starbus is the platform designed and built by
Orbital Sciences Corporation to serve the market for
small geostationary communications satellites. The
Starbus supports payloads in the power range of 2 to 5.1
kilowatts with a maximum wet launch capability of
3200 kg (Figure 5).
To support the needs of
commercial communications missions the Starbus
avionics is designed to last a minimum of 15 years at
GEO and offers high levels of redundancy and
automation.
A 1553 architecture is used which
provides a robust, reliable, high heritage backbone for
commanding and data handling. The GEO Starbus
spacecraft utilizes a heritage zero-momentum design
that provides a very agile, robust, precision pointing
platform and features full autonomy for ease of
operations and minimized operator intervention. The
Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem (ADCS)
KALMANSON

The Starbus propulsion system is a dual mode design
with dual manifold redundancy that features a
bipropellant system during the GEO Transfer Orbit.
When GEO is achieved the oxidizer subsystem is
permanently isolated and the bus reverts to a
monopropellant system for the duration of its life. The
robust ACS and propulsion system are key aspects in
being able to accommodate the drastic changes in the
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A central core structure provides the backbone of the
Starbus which is divided into two main modules, the
core module and the payload module (Figure 6). The
payload module consists of the north, south and earth
facing panels that carry the communications payload
components. The center cylinder of the core module
surrounds the fuel tank with oxidizer tanks located on
the outside. A result of this structural design as
compared to other GEO communications spacecrafts is
that the Starbus is a very stiff and light structure due to
the high moment of inertia presented. Furthermore, the
large area presented by the end of the center cylinder
projected onto the earth deck is an ideal location for
mounting nadir facing payloads. The main antenna
reflectors are mounted onto support brackets located on
the east and west base of the structure with the antenna
feeds located brackets off the earth deck. The side
mount antenna configuration is one of the
differentiating factors that allows Ridesharing to be
compatible with the Starbus in contrast to some other
GEO communications satellites that rely upon an all
nadir mounted antenna configuration.

spacecraft center of gravity and moments of inertia that
would accompany a microsatellite launch.
The Starbus large capacity reaction wheels would
control and minimize transient errors as well as tip off
torques, while the ADCS flight software would be able
to be reconfigured easily through table uploads of the
post separation mass properties. The post separation
analysis from the ACS perspective has been conducted
in [3] which demonstrates the feasibility of smooth post
separation and safe deployment of a micro-satellite into
a GEO orbit. ADCS flight software is readily capable
of filtering out attitude noise to maintain a stable
reference. Micro- and nanosatellite separation would
be similar to the solar array and antenna reflector
deployment phase, both of which involve changes not
only to the mass properties but also to the flexible body
modes. However, a microsatellite separation would
involve a drastic mass change as well in which case this
would be similar to a post GTO burn phase where mass
changes on the order of 100 to 300 kg of fuel and
oxidizer are typical.

Figure 5 Starbus designed and built by Orbital to serve the needs for small GEO communications satellites.

Figure 6. Starbus structure shown left. Payload module is removed to show core module at center, Core
module center cylinder is shown at right.
KALMANSON
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retaining leaves, proven flight heritage, and simple yet
well characterized electrical interface [4]. Additionally,
the MLB design selection
meets the ADCS
performance objectives for safe post separation and
orbital insertion for both spacecraft [3]. All these items
taken together offer a high degree of flexibility with
low risk. Launch loads are transferred from the
microsatellite through the Lightband and into the nadir
mounted, Rideshare adaptor cone.

Use of the Light Band System
A Motorized Lightband (MLB) separation system from
Planetary Systems Corporation of Silver Spring,
Maryland forms the key interface between the
microsatellite and the host Starbus (Figure 7). The
Lightband system was chosen for the following aspects:
compatibility with ESPA class microsatellites, stiffness,
multiple levels of redundancy (motors, ejection springs,

Figure 7. Rideshare Interface Concept
Structural Modifications for Nadir Microsat Launch

The adaptor cone is designed with the flexibility to
mount either an 11 inch MLB for 50 Kg or less
payloads or a 15 inch MLB for payloads greater than 50
Kg. Once the MLB configuration is chosen the unused
flange on the adaptor cone is machined away for weight
relieving. Cut-outs are located on the adaptor cone to
allow clearance for the nadir mounted communications
components. Indeed the presence of nadir mounted Cband waveguide runs places restrictions upon the mass
of the microsatellite as is illustrated in Figure 8. Larger
microsatellites are restricted to host missions that are
Ku or Ka band missions otherwise the structural
integrity of the adaptor cone would be compromised by
the cutouts that would be required. Structural loads
from the adaptor cone are transmitted to host spacecraft
by four attachment points tied to the center cylinder in
addition other tie points located on the earth deck help
distribute the load. The four main tie down points are
common not just to Rideshare but also to the Hosted
Payloads Deck [5] and to nadir antenna systems of
more complex communications missions.
The
modularity and standardization of the structural
interface translates into flexibility of mission
accommodations.

KALMANSON

Primary design constraints for the Rideshare concept
involved not exceeding the capabilities of the Starbus
and achieving a modular interface independent from the
host spacecraft, as well as minimizing any
modifications to other Starbus components or common
practices. The driving reasons for this were to
minimize risk to the spacecraft and the communications
payload, minimize or avoid development costs, and to
achieve as close to an add-on feature as possible to
maintain the rigorous two year schedule of a
commercial communications mission. Additionally
these factors also play into keeping the insurance
premiums on the host mission low as these premiums
are based on overall mission risk as judged by failure
modes and effects, parts and systems heritage, and
probability of failure.
In determining Starbus capability a series of structural
analyses has been and continues to be conducted for
various loads cases. The goals of these analyses were
to obtain a mass and center of gravity curve that defines
the Rideshare envelope. Key metrics that were tracked
were vibrational modes, stress, and failure indices.
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structure vendor or after delivery at Orbital. Medium
sized (~75 kg) and large (not too exceed 100 kg)
microsatellites would require more reinforcement and
the design and analysis iterations are still in progress.

Results from the Hosted Payloads specific analysis
(Figure 9) are provided below and may be extended to
represent a small ~50Kg microsatellite. For a small
mission localized doublers are necessary on the center
cylinder.
These are considered to be minor
modifications as they can be added either at the

Figure 8. Adaptor cone restraints placed by the communications mission

Figure 9. FEM model and results of the Starbus for Hosted Payloads case. Equivalent to that of a small
Rideshare mission
Mechanical layout of other satellite components was
reviewed for compatibility with a Rideshare concept.
Nadir/ Earth deck space is valuable realestate on the
spacecraft and is shared by the earth sensors and the
TT&C subsystem wide coverage area (WCA) horns and
omni directional antenna tower. All of these must have
clear fields of view (FOV) for safe spacecraft operation
KALMANSON

(Figure 10). If some interference occurs items such as
the WCAs and omni towers can be relocated to some
degree while the earth sensors cannot without great
difficulty. These FOV constraints define the volume
and appendage envelope for the microsatellite.
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which have flown multiple times, such as Orbital’s
MicroStar spacecraft and Surrey Satellite Technology’s
MicroSat-70 and MicroSat-100. In order to show that
GEO rideshare can easily accommodate any
manufacturer's standard spacecraft product (that fits
within certain physical limitations), our initial technical
analysis was based on the SSTL MicroSat-70 product
line which represents the small end of microsatellites
and is well within the Starbus Rideshare capability to
the larger MicroStar which represents the top-end
Starbus Rideshare capability.

Figure 10. WCA FOV small cones and Omni FOV
between the larger cones. The satellite used for this
example is the Interstellar Boundary EXplorer
(IBEX)

Structural Modifications of Zenith Launch of
Cubesats
Many commercial missions do include nadir
antenna systems which would preclude a microsatellite
Rideshare. However the extremely small size of
nanosatellites, specifically Cubesats, are still
compatible with such missions. Rather than seek a
nadir mounting, Cubesats contained and deployed via
P-POD launcher would be mounted at the zenith end of
the spacecraft. Zenith mounting presents its own
unique constraints. That is where many thrusters (13)
are mounted as well as satellite servicing features
(Figure 11). Indeed the Zenith area contains the main
liquid apogee engine (LAE), two dual mode thrusters,
four 5 lb force reaction engines, and six smaller attitude
control thrusters. The zenith panel also contains the
reflector support structure assemblies which are
independently made from the core structure and are
bolted on.

Microsatellites That May be Accommodated
Ideally, the GEO rideshare program should be able to
accommodate a wide variety of microsatellite
configurations. In order to scope the requirements for
hosting a wide variety of nano and microsatellites, a
survey was performed of small satellite programs. The
survey examined small satellite providers’ products that
meet the physical limitations of the rideshare platform.
Specifically, we looked at past missions with spacecraft
bus masses ranging from <1 kg to 180 kg, and payload
masses from <1 kg to 100 kg. We also looked at
missions that were flown on the Pegasus, Falcon,
ESPA, Minotaur, or similar launch vehicles. In
addition, to determine the most likely types of
microsatellites that may be looking for rides we
primarily focused our attention on satellite product lines

Figure 11. Zenith area of the Starbus
Cubesats with sufficient clearance from the reflector
dish (Figure 12). Impacts to other satellites subsystems
would be minimal or negligible; furthermore, the

Modifications can be made to this assembly to mount a
P-Pod launcher, one launcher for each of the two
assemblies. The P-Pod would be oriented to eject the
KALMANSON
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volts rather than 14V or 28V typical of most other
spacecrafts. Mechanically, the P-Pod launcher would
contain quasi-kinematic flexure mounts to between its
aluminum structure and the composite structure of the
antenna support brackets to minimize stress from the
different coefficients of thermal expansion.
The
resulting gap caused by the flexures would provide
enough clearance for the P-Pod door hinge [6].

overall risk to the host mission would be
commensurate. The host mission should not be affected
whether three Cubesats are deployed per P-pod or a
single three Cubesat form factor nanosatellite is
deployed.
Regarding the P-Pod launcher itself, it should require
little modification to make it compatible with Starbus.
The main modification would be to have it operate at 36

Figure 12. P-Pod Cubesat deployer on the Starbus

plan parameters. Optus D1 was injected via AR5 ECA
(AR5 GS no longer in production). All Arianespace
injected Starbus spacecraft have similar burn plans with
a total delta-V requirement of about 1500 m/s achieved
through four firings of the LAE. Test cases analyzed
considered deployments between LAE firings one and
four which are in elliptical orbits of lowering
inclinations and increasing perigee altitude and a post
LAE maneuver four (drift to GEO mission or test orbit).
Rideshare deployments pre LAE maneuver one are
assumed to require negligible fuel. These different
intervals represent different points of access available to
a Rideshare spacecraft.

III. MISSION IMPACTS FROM RIDESHARE
Analysis was needed to determine the effects to the
Orbital Maneuver Life (OML) to the host GEO
spacecraft. The purpose was to establish the range of
Starbus masses and Rideshare Microsatellite masses
that would not hinder the host mission from meeting
GEO contractual OML requirements. Extra fuel may
be spent by the host mission depending upon when the
micro or nanosatellites are deployed in relation to the
orbital maneuver timeline of the host.
Adding
complexity, the host spacecraft orbital injection
parameters, mainly inclination and perigee altitude, will
vary based on the launch vehicle but will typically
consist of a highly elliptical GTO trajectory followed
by several burns at apogee to circularize the trajectory
into a geosynchronous orbit (Figure 13).

The results of the analysis were obtained using a code
developed in Matlab.
The model automatically
optimizes oxidizer such that no oxidizer is left over
beyond residuals and automatically utilizes base panel
REAs if oxidizer becomes depleted.
On-Orbit
propellant requirements per year were modeled using
PropMap (an in-house propellant management tool).
The results were then used to convert differences in
propellant remaining into an Operational Mission Life
(OML) difference estimate.

In this analysis the authors researched past Star-2
launches via the Arianespace Ariane V (AR5) launch
vehicle. From launch to launch the Ariane V maintains
a high degree of consistency of injection parameters
(inclination 6 deg, perigee 25 km, Apogee at GEO) with
low dispersions. For simplicity, the spacecraft chosen
in this analysis utilizes Optus D1 injection and burn
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Figure 13. Typical GTO to GEO maneuver sequence and access points. LEO in this illustration and in this
paper refers to a GTO orbit with a perigee at LEO, not a circular or near circular LEO orbit

Figure 14. Results for deployment post LAE maneuver 4. Three contour plots are shown. In each contour
plot two representative missions are highlighted.
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designed for frequent high-turn around launches into a
launch system itself the desirable traits of schedule
reliability and high orbits are made available to other
types of missions. The main design challenges of
Commercial Rideshare focus on minimizing risk to host
mission profitability and keeping modifications,
schedule impacts, and life impacts to a minimum while
presenting the flexibility of accommodations and orbital
insertion parameters for the Rideshared spacecraft.

For a specific case (figure 14) the host spacecraft wet
mass and the Rideshare mass were allowed to vary.
Results in each case was as follows: extra fuel
consumed by the host, OML of the host, difference of
OML if the host were not to have a Rideshare – these
are the key items used for pricing the Rideshare launch
service. Each of these results are presented as a contour
plot with Rideshare (LEO) mass on the X-axis and host
spacecraft wet mass on the Y-axis. To elucidate the
proper usage of these results two representative
missions are highlighted. The consolidated results for
several insertion cases are shown in figures 15 & 16.
These show the trend in mission impacts as greater
delta V is required for inserting the Rideshare
spacecraft into higher orbits.
Deviations from a
smooth line is due to modeling granularity.
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III. CONCLUSION
The Commercial Rideshare concept is a unique service
that is designed to technically and economically to
serve the demand for space-access of small micro and
nanosatellites. By adapting a product, the GEO
commercial communications satellite, which is
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